Mitsubishi Electric provides the most effective PIS solution in response to market needs based on an Ethernet-based train communication system. The system incorporates the following advanced technologies: visual system, audio system, CCTV system, and data management. Train Vision forms the core of Mitsubishi Electric’s PIS, based on visual system and data management technologies. Train Vision enhances passenger service by providing necessary information in real time.

**Train Vision**

- Passenger information and advertisements integrated into one LCD unit
- Various types of LCDs: synchronized 2 in1, horizontal, vertical and stretched types
- Real-time display of traffic information and emergency information
- Highly reliable, high-quality LCDs
- User-oriented display image with universal design (color combinations, fonts, etc.)

**Synchronized 2 in1 type (Horizontal)**

**Vertical type**

**Stretched type**
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